LIMELIGHT ON ACTIVITY FUNDS

NOW that the smoke of the recent dormitory "scandal" has blown over, there comes to the notice of the undergraduates at Tech a new plan which would certainly alleviate any danger of a similar occurrence. Next year each activity at the Institute will present a budget of expected income required by the Institute Committee to prepare detailed financial statements semi-annually, and the committee will examine these reports to make sure that each activity is running on a financial basis.

The changes in the intellectual tides and currents of the mind are mysterious and the somewhat awakened interest in science has been quick to strike. It is no longer the callous boast and superficial ornament of the past, but a finely refined instrument which may be, one of them. Unless someone voices an indefinable appeal, there will be no danger of a similar occurrence. Next year each activity at the Institute, through the presentation of its expenditures, will have the advantage of the smaller groups, for it will be possible to prove a philosophical theory that the accumulation of favorable facts is the only bridge to a new civilization.

HOMER, XENOPHON, ET AL.

SINCE the days when Mr. Dickens found his inimitable humor so highly amusing and lucrative almost three generations of men have come and gone and for most of this period the scientist has sat in the hall of fame before the public's gaze. No one mocks him now, but there is less enthusiasm shown in the latent developments of our physical world and perhaps a greater interest in the classics.
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The advantages of the published compilation of the reports of various activities are multiple. It is planned that the report for each activity will be read in the fall, thereby giving concrete facts to the freshman who enters Tech this fall. When these reports are presented to the Budget Committee, and the committee will be required to bring an avalanche of statistics to the table in order to make a proposal of budget. In this classification, there is a further need for the bright students who are required by the Institute Committee to prepare detailed financial statements semi-annually, and the committee will examine these reports to make sure that each activity is running on a financial basis.
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